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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
The Authority for Transportation in Northern Virginia

MEETING MINUTES
Thursday, January 23, 2014
5:00 pm
3060 Williams Drive (Ste 510), Fairfax, VA 22031

Public Comment
Chairman Nohe called the Public Comment Period to order at 5:04pm.



Brian Fauls, Government Affairs Manager for Loudoun County Chamber of
Commerce, addressed three points:
1. Supported Loudoun’s request for an additional six million dollars in FY2014
PAYGO funds for the Route 28 Hot Spot Project.
2. Asked that as the Authority considers FY2015 projects, it makes congestion relief
the highest priority.
3. Asked the Authority to get members of the General Assembly to support the
proposed Bi-County Parkway.



David Birtwistle, CEO of Northern Virginia Transportation Alliance, made the
following recommendations:
1. Northern Virginia’s regional transportation Authority must be regional-network
focused.
2. The Authority must recognize that jurisdictional benefits extend beyond
jurisdictional borders.
3. The Authority’s regional dollars must be leveraged with state and local dollars.
4. The Authority’s Technical Advisory Committee is an important, untapped
resource that must be utilized to its fullest potential.
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Anita Grazer, President of Committee for Dulles, urged the Authority to select and
fund those projects that will provide the most effective means of reducing congestion
and ease citizens’ commute time. She emphasized:
1. In first years focus should be on critical transportation projects for Northern
Virginia that will reduce congestion quickly and for the greatest number of
citizens.
2. Projects that provide road links to transit stations should have a high priority.



Jonathan Cox, senior executive with AvalonBay, spoke for the Tyson’s Partnership.
He requested that transportation dollars raised in Tysons be spent in Tysons.
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Annual Organizational Meeting
Call to Order


Ms. Speer, Clerk

Roll Call





III.

Chairman Nohe called the meeting to order at 5:13pm.

Voting Members: Chairman Nohe; Board Member Zimmerman; Chairman
York; Chairman Bulova; Mayor Parrish; Mayor Silverthorne (arrived
5:38pm); Council Member Rishell; Council Member Snyder (arrived
5:30pm); Ms. Bushue; Mr. Garcznyski.
Non-Voting Members: Mrs. Cuervo; Ms. Mitchell; Mayor Umstattd.
Staff: John Mason (Interim Executive Director); Michael Longhi (CFO);
Camela Speer (Clerk); various jurisdictional staff.
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II.

Chairman Nohe

Minutes of the December 12, 2013 Meeting
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I.

Chairman York moved to approve the minutes of December 12, 2013;
seconded by Mayor Parrish. Motion carried unanimously.

Action Items

IV.

Election of Chairman and Vice Chairman

Chairman Bulova advanced the slate of Martin Nohe as Chairman and Bill
Euille as Vice Chairman for CY2014, adding that this will provide some
continuity during formative years to ensure the Authority’s program continues
in the smoothest way possible.
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Chairman Bulova/Mayor Parrish

V.



Chairman Bulova moved the election of Martin Nohe as Chairman and Bill
Euille as Vice Chairman of the Authority for CY2014; seconded by Mayor
Parrish. Motion carried unanimously.



Chairman Nohe thanked the Authority for their confidence in him.

Appointment of Towns’ Representative

Chairman Nohe



Chairman York moved to appoint Kristen Umstattd as the Towns’
Representative to the Authority for CY2014; seconded by Chairman Bulova.
Motion carried unanimously.



Chairman Nohe welcomed Mayor Umstattd back to the Authority.
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Approval of Work Program and Meeting Schedule for Calendar Year 2014
Ms. Backmon, Chair, JACC
 Ms. Backmon presented the CY2014 Meeting Schedule and Work Program.
She noted that with the exception of February all meetings are scheduled for
the second Thursday of the month and highlighted changes in proposed
calendar from last meeting:
 February 13 meeting moved to February 20 to allow staff enough time to
receive the VDOT congestion analysis and to use that and data from
TransAction 2040 to do project nominations to the Authority.
 Added a meeting in May to allow enough time for the Debt Subcommittee
to make recommendations regarding financial issues and bond
recommendations for the Authority.
 Chairman Nohe clarified that we probably won’t need both the June and July
meetings. Ms. Backmon responded that depending on actions at the May
meeting, either the June or the July meeting will be cancelled. Left both on
calendar as placeholders.
 Chairman York clarified that June is a placeholder. Chairman Nohe
responded affirmatively and added that there may be time sensitive issues
with the bond issuance in either June or July. Ms. Backmon clarified that the
date in June is June 12.
 Chairman Bulova expressed concern regarding the March and April meeting
dates, stating that Fairfax and Loudoun counties are in public budget hearings
during that time. April 10 is the last night of budget hearings for Fairfax.
Chairman York added that March 13 is a budget work session for Loudoun.
Chairman Bulova suggested that this could be resolved by waiting until
budgets are adopted before implementing the schedule and leave meetings as
the fourth Thursday. Chairman Nohe stated that he understands, but the
challenge is that starting next month the Authority will need to be very
involved in the HB599 process. He added that the Authority needs be directly
involved in this and take it beyond the staff level. Chairman York suggested
meeting during the day. Chairman Bulova suggested that April 17 would
resolve her conflict. Chairman York suggested that March 20 would resolve
his conflict. Chairman Nohe asked if changing these dates would create a
conflict for anyone else. Ms. Rishell asked for confirmation that the meeting
time will be 7pm. Chairman Nohe responded affirmatively. There was
general consensus that the proposed revised meeting dates of March 20 and
April 17 would work.
 Chairman York suggested the following year calendar be presented to the
Authority by November. Chairman Nohe agreed this makes sense. He added
that there was still a desire to hold monthly meetings in conjunction with
NVRC meetings. He suggested that once the HB599 process is done, the
Authority re-evaluate work load and may determine to go back to fourth
Thursday meetings.
 Mr. Garczynski reminded the Authority that the April meeting of the CTB is
April 16 and at the proposed April 10 meeting there was to be discussion
about the testimony before the CTB. Chairman Nohe responded that normal
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Chairman York moved to approve the CY2014 Meeting Schedule and Work
Program with suggested changes; seconded by Chairman Bulova. Motion
carried unanimously.

T

Approval of Resolution 14-07: Increase in FY2014 PAYG Funding Allocation
to Loudoun County Route 28 Hot Spot Improvement Project
Chair Zimmerman
Board Member Zimmerman introduced Resolution 14-07 and explained that
the item was discussed by the PIWG and is a result of doing this for the first
time. The situation arose due to the difficulty of putting this together in a
short time period. He added that there is remaining funding available to
address the Loudoun request.



Board Member Zimmerman moved to approve Resolution 14-07 to increase
the funding allocation to the Route 28 Hot Spot Improvement Project from the
remaining FY2014 NVTA Pay-As-You-Go funds in the amount of
$6,000,000; seconded by Mr. Garczynski.



Chairman York thanked the Authority for this and explained that it will help
solve a critical issue in that the Route 28 spot improvement is a regional
project and is now pretty much fully funded to go forward.



Motion carried unanimously.
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VII.

practice is to send testimony out to members for comment prior to CTB
meeting.
Chairman York reviewed revised meeting dates:
 February 13 moved to February 20.
 March 13 moved to March 20.
 April 10 moved to April 17.
 June 12 is a placeholder.

VIII.

Ratification of NVTA Employee Health Insurance Plan
Mr. Mason, Interim Executive Director


Mr. Mason explained that the Authority had previously asked him to bring
this item back to the Authority for ratification. After reviewing several
options and looking at piggy-backing on several local jurisdictions’ policies,
which did not work, he has chosen to go with the Commonwealth’s Local
Choice Health Benefits Program (TLC). He explained that this is designed for
agencies such as NVTA and that the cities of Fairfax, Manassas and Manassas
Park use the TLC Program.



Chairman York moved to ratify the Commonwealth of Virginia’s Local
Choice Health Benefits Program as the provider of health, dental and related
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benefit programs for employees of the Authority; seconded by Mayor Parrish.
Motion carried unanimously.
Approval of Transition of Working Groups
Mr. Mason, Interim Executive Director
Mr. Mason stated that the staff has been working on the transition of working
groups to committees. He summarized:
 Three [OWG, POWG and LWG] have completed their activities and are
ready to be dissolved.
 FWG’s actions continue. Suggested that when the Chair believes the
Group’s work is complete, the FWG can be dissolved.
 PIWG needs more time for consideration on how best to move forward.



Chairman Bulova moved to approve the dissolution of the Legal,
Organizational and Public Outreach work groups and further moved that the
Financial Working Group be dissolved when the Chair of that Working Group
reports that the work of that Group has been completed and that the executive
director report back at the next meeting with recommendation for the Program
Implementation Working Group; seconded by Board Member Zimmerman.
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(Council Member Snyder arrived.)

Mr. Garczynski noted that this was discussed at the PIWG meeting last week.
Stated it is imperative that there is more involvement from the sitting
members of NVTA as program implementation moves forward, because there
will be decisions that the elected officials will need to be an important part of
when decision time comes after the filter process has been completed.
Chairman Nohe agreed that there needs to be more Authority member
representation. This is going to require reshaping what the group is and does
and it is unclear how this is going to work. With the departure of Chair
Zimmerman, Chairman Nohe appointed himself as Chair of PIWG. He will
propose a plan and envisions that the working group may not need to exist,
because the Authority is the working group. Will take some time to turn
current system into something that makes this work.
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X.

Motion carried unanimously.

Approval of Future NVTA Office


Mr. Mason, Interim Executive Director

Mr. Mason explained that we have an opportunity for NVTA to move with
NVRC to new office space in the adjacent building. He highlighted benefits
of this move:
 Improved conference space that will hold up to 100 people.
 Good opportunity to continue co-location with NVRC, noting that
experience to date has worked well.
5



 Rate is less than rate we are paying now and will have 5.5 month
abatement. Anticipate some start-up costs and need an accounting
software platform, so have not decided whether to take abatement up front
or over time.
 Lease will be for five years, renewable, which works nicely for potential
next step to also co-locate with NVTC.
Chairman Bulova asked how much more time is left on NVTC lease. Mr.
Mason responded that it is greater than five years.
Chairman Bulova moved that the Interim Executive Director be authorized to
negotiate the future co-location of NVTA with NVRC in the building adjacent
to current site and that the Interim Executive Director be authorized to sign a
5-year sublease with NVRC consistent with the parameters described in this
memorandum [staff], subject to approval by Council of Counsels; seconded
by Chairman York.



Board Member Zimmerman commented that this is an unfortunate location for
both organizations and is not easy to get to. Not accessible by transit which is
not a good thing for a public agency.
Chairman York stated that he appreciates Mr. Zimmerman’s comments,
however, we need to be responsible with the money that we have. This option
affords us the opportunity to move into a location that has better conference
facilities and will be better for public attendance. He mentioned there will be
a shuttle from the Metro. In later years, might be able to work something that
is directly on transit. Will still need to be able to park and this is not always
easy in a dedicated zone for transit. He added rental costs will also be higher.
Perhaps in the future there might be applications along a transit route that we
might be able to negotiate something in a proffer to give us better rents and an
affordable price to do this.
Chairman Bulova asked if Mr. Mason could speak to issue of the shuttle or the
opportunity for people to take public transit to meetings. Mr. Mason
responded that there will be improved bus service and that NVRC is in
discussions with the landlord to provide on-demand shuttle service to the
Metro.
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XI.

Motion carried with eight (8) yeas and one (1) abstention (Board Member
Zimmerman).

Recruitment of Executive Director

Mr. Mason, Interim Executive Director

(Mayor Silverthorne arrived.)


Mr. Mason reviewed the report presented to the Authority. He mentioned the
job description, coordination of the job description, search process and noted
the application process.
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Appointment of Executive Director Search Committee
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Chairman Nohe stated that this process, by its nature as a personnel matter,
has to be confidential, but needs to be transparent to the Authority. Any
Authority member who would like to be on the search committee and can
commit to being at all the various gatherings that will be necessary can serve.
Chairman Nohe appointed Mayor Parrish as Chairman and appointed
Chairman York, Miss Bushue, Board Member Hynes, Council Member
Snyder, Chairman Bulova and himself to the committee.
Chairman Bulova added that this is the search committee and all members will
have the opportunity to interview final candidates, then the Authority will
collaborate to make the appointment of the permanent director. Mayor Parrish
responded that that is his expectation.
Mayor Parrish requested that committee members look at calendar dates. He
noted this is a short timeline with February 17-21 to review applications. He
suggested scheduling an application review date. Brief discussion followed.
Chairman Nohe asked if resumes would be received that quickly. Mayor
Silverthorne responded that they will. Mr. Mason answered that our recent
hiring experience indicates we will get prompt responses. Mayor Parrish
suggested that the committee will meet at 5:30pm on February 20, prior to the
NVTA meeting. Mr. Mason responded that staff will provide a summary
sheet on each candidate prior to the meeting. Mayor Parrish clarified that this
meeting will be to review the short list and identify the candidates for
interviews. There was general consensus to meet on February 20 at 5:30pm at
the NVTA offices.
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Chairman Nohe
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XII.

Chairman York moved to approve the proposed approach for recruitment of
permanent executive director, associated job description and Chairman’s
appointment of a Selection Committee; seconded by Mayor Parrish. Motion
carried unanimously.

Information/Discussion Items

XIII.

Legislative Update



Chairman Nohe

Chairman Nohe stated that there are several bills that have been filed in the
General Assembly this year that would have some direct impact on NVTA.
Six of those were heard this morning in subcommittee. Chairman Nohe was
there to testify, as well as jurisdictional staff. All six bills were tabled.
Tabled does not mean they are dead. He stated his comments on all bills
generally centered around, “Any change to the Northern Virginia component
of HB2313 could have the impact of calling into question our bond
validation.” Chairman Nohe commented that one of the bills would have
doubled the number of the General Assembly legislators on the Authority.
The chair of the subcommittee stated that he is all for increased legislative
oversight of anything, unless Mr. Nohe tells him that it is going to create a
7

problem for him to do the job the General Assembly gave him. Chairman
Nohe added that it was a good discussion and that he believed the committee
members universally understood the challenges NVTA is up against. A
remaining issue is that next week the same committee is taking up HB2,
which is the Speaker’s transportation bill. It is designed to be an omnibus bill
that will be amended several dozen different ways to take up all issues that
might clean up any transportation legislative issues that may arise. Some of
these issues may come back as amendments to that bill. Ms. Dominguez and
others will be monitoring that closely. Chairman Nohe added that the
committee requested he come back next week to be part of that discussion.
He believes NVTA will be well represented and that there seems to be a high
level of open-mindedness to our concerns.
VDOT Update

Ms. Cuervo, District Administrator
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Ms. Cuervo presented the VDOT Update and highlighted:
1. VDOT will review 40 projects.
2. Will seek support from the CTB for additional funds to do another 25-40
in the following year.
3. Working with stakeholders on the measures of effectiveness. Have
received the PIWG comments.
Returned to Legislative Update

Mr. Garczynski stated that although NVTA has not been directly concerned
with the Bi-County Parkway, it has been a hot issue at the legislature, at
VDOT, with candidates for Governor, etc. Delegate Hugo is against the BiCounty being funded or supported, on a public relations basis, and has some
amendments to the budget bill. While he should not be denied the right to
propose those amendments, Mr. Garczynski suggested a dangerous precedent
is being set that an individual legislator is going after a specific project to try
to have it defunded. He added he believes this puts us at risk for not the BiCounty itself, but any particular project. He suggested NVTA should take this
into consideration, oppose those amendments to the budget bill and watch it
carefully. If that were passed, next might be an I-66 project that someone
doesn’t like and will stop that funding. Chairman Bulova stated that the issue
is with the mechanism. Chairman York responded that he appreciated Mr.
Garczynski’s concern, but he hoped that NVTA would not get involved in the
Bi-County issue that is going on between Loudoun, Prince William and some
of its delegation. Obviously we don’t meet until next month; perhaps staff
could come up with language under the guise of opposing the mechanism.
Mr. Garczynski added that his concern is the precedent. Chairman Bulova
agreed that it is not about supporting or not supporting the Parkway, it is about
the mechanism of trying to impact a transportation project by tucking it into
the budget. She agreed with Chairman York and Mr. Garczynski and stated
that if others are in agreement, she would support asking staff to draft
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Chairman Nohe
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Chairman Nohe introduced Resolution 14-08. He stated that one of the pieces
of legislation that would affect the NVTA has been filed but is not scheduled
for a hearing yet. It is a bill by Delegate Albo that would legislatively place
certain restrictions on how we enter into agreements for projects or systems
that go beyond the NVTA area. This would most specifically apply to Metro
and VRE, but there could be others as well. Chairman Nohe recommended
that the Authority consider this resolution which appeared to be completely
consistent with existing NVTA policy. It is our policy because we have
interpreted it to be what is already existing in law. Delegate Albo would like
an affirmation of this position. Delegate Albo is sympathetic to NVTA’s
desire that the bill, HB2313, not be tinkered with and therefore said that if we
will pass this resolution, which Council of Counsels has vetted already, he
will withdraw his bill. This will solve his problem and solve our problem at
the same time. The purpose of this is to merely state that when NVTA is
providing funding to a project or system that involves partners outside of the
region, we will not provide funding that serves to subsidize those jurisdictions
that are not members of NVTA. We cannot let Maryland off the hook for
their funding if we are funding something for Metro, or Fredericksburg off the
hook for their share if we are funding a VRE project. Chairman Nohe
acknowledged that this could be addressed at the next meeting, but the longer
Delegate Albo’s bill works its way through committees, the more attention it
will get that neither he nor we want it to have.
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language for the Authority to express concern about using a mechanism such
as the budget for dealing with a transportation project. Mayor Parrish agreed,
but suggested we find a way to get that information to the appropriate place
sooner than a month from now. Mr. Biesiandy responded that the budget will
be the last thing that the General Assembly acts on before crossover and then
the last thing that they act on in the session. He suggested staff could draft
some language based on this discussion and present it to the Authority at the
February 6 meeting in Richmond. Mr. York asked when crossover time was.
Mr. Biesiadny replied he believes it is around February 10. Chairman Nohe
stated that there may not be a quorum at the Richmond meeting. He directed
staff to draft language and distribute to members by email, receive markups
(as with CTB testimony), take input and come to agreement. Then can have
staff recommend a strategy about how to communicate that point. He added
that it is important to make sure the Authority does not get dragged into the
Bi-County Parkway debate. He stated that he gets asked why NVTA has not
taken a position on this issue. His response has been that NVTA has a list of
over 200 projects that need to be funded and cannot spend all its time on a
project that has not even been adopted by the CTB. He added that NVTA has
been praised for this stance. Chairman York clarified that the Parkway has
not been adopted as a project to be funded, but it is in 2040 plan. Chairman
Nohe replied that it is one of the 200 projects, but that there has been some
concern we could get bogged down and frankly if you live in the central or
eastern part of the region, you are not paying much attention to this issue.
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Chairman Bulova asked if Council of Counsels would like to speak to the
issue. She acknowledged that this has been a difficultly for trying to fund
VRE, for instance rail cars when the rail cars are running to Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania and back. She stated that we [VRE] have decided not to go
there right now while we are trying to sort this out.
Ms. Posner stated that there are two interrelated issues being addressed. The
first is a concern of Virginia, generally, and these jurisdictions, that collateral
funding going forward that Virginia would send its money over and let it sit in
Metro’s funds waiting for the District of Columbia and Maryland to fund their
portion. So, one issue they wanted to address is essentially that no Virginia
funding from NVTA would go to Metro until there was a commitment from
Maryland and the District of Columbia to fund their portions. The second
issue was more on a project basis. Any external funding partner, whether
revenue sharing or any type of member, there is an external funding that needs
to be matched, that that external funding is committed or available before any
NVTA money goes out. So that if NVTA is funding half a project and the
partner is just applying for their grant. NVTA money is already out there.
This resolution is designed to address both of these situations and those
situations were raised as concerns by Delegate Albo and others.
Chairman Bulova asked for clarification that Council of Counsels is
comfortable with this. Mr. MacIsaac responded that the critical issues are:
1. We have to make sure legal requirements are satisfied. This resolution
recognizes we will have occasions when we are funding a project that is
part of a larger project; rolling stock for VRE and Metro are classic
examples. This recognizes the possibility that we might be funding
projects like that, or funding a piece of it. If you look at the actual resolve
clauses, item one introduces a concept we have been talking about, but
haven’t officially done anything about. It is the idea that assuming the
project is something we can fund, the extra-territorial funding partner has
to pay its appropriate, respective proportional share of the project,
commensurate with the benefits they are going to get. This will be
something we work out among us, so it will be a deal-by-deal kind of
thing. As the attorneys we think that is an OK thing, understanding that,
of course, legally we have to make sure the legislative requirements are
being met.
2. The second part is Delegate Albo’s language and we are not entirely clear
what this means. We think we are going to know when we see it. There
may be situations where another funding partner essentially owes NVTA
member jurisdictions some money, whether through an actual payment or
a credit of some sort. This provision is designed to make clear that in no
way should NVTA money be used to supplant what the extra-territorial
funding partner was supposed to be giving to the NVTA member.
3. He concluded that the rest is fairly straight forward.
Board Member Zimmerman stated that if the attorneys say this is OK and if
we should do this because it solves a legislative problem, he is inclined to
support it. He added he is not clear what problem someone is trying to solve.
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What is the fear if, let’s say, Metro has a plan to expand service or replace
system rail cars and there’s a Virginia portion that will be covered and this is
an obvious mechanism through which our mutual funds can meet that mutual
transportation need. We are not going to pay for rail cars if the other partners
are not putting up their share. We have been doing this for 40 years.
Everybody pays their portion. It is by formula. We know what it is and they
don’t get bought unless everybody is in on it because you can’t go forward. It
is not clear to me how we would wind up with a problem here. Obviously
none of us want Virginia taxpayer dollars to be subsidizing the people on the
other side of the river, but that has been true all along.
Mr. Garczynski asked if this issue had derived from a maintenance yard that
might be built in Spotsylvania. Chairman Nohe responded that it was
probably rail cars. Mr. Biesiandy responded that what generated the concern
of Delegate Albo was that on July 24, one of the projects the Authority
approved was to upgrade the traction power substations on the Orange Line
for eight car trains. It was never envisioned that that would be done in
isolation and that Maryland and the District would not participate in their
share of that. However, it may have been misinterpreted. Delegate Albo’s
bill originally came out saying that NVTA could only put money into things at
Metro if the shares were equal. That would be an increase in the bill for
Virginia because we only pay about 22-23% of the total of Metro’s capital
bills. So we clearly wanted to explain to him that what he was proposing was
detrimental to Northern Virginia, but what he was getting at was he did not
want Virginia to put their money in without the District and Maryland also
contributing. There was never any intent to do that.
Board Member Zimmerman commented that there was a Metro Board
representative in the room. Ms. Hynes stated that the Metro Board passed a
similar resolution that acknowledged that NVTA monies have to be treated
absolutely in concert with the law. The Metro Board tied this funding to the
next Six-Year Plan, which Metro will adopt later this year. If the items
NVTA funded in 2014 are not included in the plan, then the money will come
back to NVTA, but she stated that she fully expects both of them to be
included in the plan. The Metro Board is trying to stay in step. Maryland and
the District are still working out what their capital contribution is going to be
moving forward. The Metro Board understands and is trying to be as
respectful as it can. She stated that she has some concerns with the language
that Delegate Albo inserted in #2 that does raise a question. Currently the
Virginia bill comes in as Alexandria, Arlington, Fairfax, etc., which is how
much we owe. NVTA would be able to help off-set some of those costs, but
this language might suggest we need to create an NVTA possibility line in
order not to violate perhaps what Delegate Albo is saying. She suggested we
could figure that out later. She added she does not want the jurisdictions to
assume the whole amount and not be able to access NVTA funds for
legitimate regional improvements to WMATA.
Council Member Snyder suggested a revision in the Resolve section to add
proportionate to the phrase “appropriate, respective share” to make it parallel
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to wording in #1. He asked Council why we need appropriate, respective
proportionate share or appropriate, respective share, which suggests an
objective test. Why not make this purely subjective on whatever NVTA
agrees to. That will give us maximum flexibility. He added that if we have to
provide some additional language, then he was fine with that. Mr. MacIsaac
responded that Council Member Snyder’s suggested wording would be fine,
but that this wording has been drafted so much with Delegate Albo that he
was concerned about making changes. However, he agreed that #3 should be
changed to add “proportionate.” He added that the key to Council is that this
will be on a basis agreed upon by NVTA, so we are going to work this out. It
is not going to be an objective formula where you know what it is
immediately.
Council Member Snyder asked if Council [of Counsels] believed that even
though we have put an objective test in, that on the basis agreed upon by the
member localities or agreed upon with NVTA, that we are making that
subjective and we are not subject to someone saying that was not an
appropriate share. He added he believed the intent was to have NVTA
determine what that is, and he wanted to be sure from Council that this
language does not give a third party the opportunity to challenge the
agreement on the basis that it was not objectively appropriate. Mr. MacIsaac
responded that we always run that risk. We may be challenged on anything
we do. He added that the concern is with regard to benefits derived from the
money. That this is a legislative problem that we have to make sure we pay
attention to. He does not think NVTA has complete discretion as to how these
proportionate shares are determined, there is no particular science to that and
we will have to work through it, guided by the legislation that exists.
Chairman Nohe added that his conversation with Delegate Albo addressed the
points brought up by Ms. Hynes and Council Member Snyder. To the extent
that this may be driven by a lack of trust, he does not believe it is a lack of
trust of the Authority, but a lack of trust of our extra-territorial partners, and
lack of trust may be too strong a word. There was no suspicion that we are
not able to comport with the law within Planning District 8. The question is
whether folks outside of Planning District 8 understand that we are going to
comport with the law. Chairman Nohe stated that he asked Delegate Albo
what in the resolution says that we are going to do anything that we are not
already compelled to do under HB2313. The answer was that was not his
intent. To the point that we break the money into the District of Columbia
versus Maryland versus Virginia, or we break it Northern Virginia versus
Fredericksburg, then there is the second question. Is it Alexandria or
Arlington or Fairfax’s money? There did not seem to be any concern that we
would not be able to manage through that because we are guided by existing
law and existing policies. He did agree that this is a solution in search of a
problem.
Chairman Bulova stated that if this is what Delegate Albo needed to raise his
comfort level, that if we are all being perfectly clear with being consistent
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with HB2313 and if our extra-territorial neighbors understand that, and if
Council feels that this is not harmful, she moved to adopt the resolution.


HB 2313 Funding Status

XVI.

No verbal report

Operating Budget Report


XVIII.

Mr. Longhi, CFO

Financing Status


XVII.

No verbal report
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Mr. Longhi, CFO
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XV.

Chairman Bulova moved to adopt Resolution 14-08: Northern Virginia
Transportation Authority (“NVTA”) Policy for Use of 70% Funds under 2013
Va. Acts Ch. 766 Regarding Funding of Projects Undertaken by NVTA or on
its Behalf with the District of Columbia, Virginia, any other State or a
Political Subdivision thereof, or The United States Of America, with style
change in Resolve section and spelling out WMATA and VRE; seconded by
Mayor Parrish. Motion carried unanimously.

No verbal report

Executive Director’s Report

Mr. Mason, Interim Executive Director

No verbal report
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Mr. Longhi, CFO

Reports from Working Groups

XIX.

Organizational Working Group



XX.

Financial Working Group


XXI.

No report

Mr. Biesiadny presented the FWG report and highlighted that the FWG is
working the agreements between the Authority and VDOT and DRPT. He
stated that they have conceptual agreement on the issues, including the
Authority funds being matched by both VDOT and DRPT. Will bring
agreements back at the March meeting.

Project Implementation Working Group


Chair Euille

Chair Zimmerman

Ms. Fioretti reviewed the PIWG report, highlighting:
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1. Discussed the criteria that will be used to package and review the projects
that PIWG will bring before the Authority to recommend for submission
to the VDOT process.
2. Discussed the project selection criteria that will be used to screen and
prioritize the projects that are submitted for the Authority’s 2 ½ year SixYear Plan process.
Board Member Zimmerman noted that there was an issue raised at the PIWG
meeting as to what happens in between approval of the plan and the next
scheduled re-examination. He asked Council Member Rishell to address the
issue.
Council Member Rishell recommended that the NVTA consider approval of
amendments to the TransAction 2040 Plan for the purpose of adding worthy
projects that were perhaps on the 2030, but did not make it onto the 2040 for
some unforeseen strange reasons. She added that this is by no means a
request for funding. There are no assumptions that a project will be chosen,
amending into the 2040 would simply mean that it was a worthy project and
through the amendment process would be placed into the 2040.
Mayor Parrish commented that he did not know what that process would be.
Ms. Backmon stated that this had been discussed at JACC meetings and the
JACC had concluded that the Authority would have to update or not update
the plan. Adding projects requires a model run and advertisement of the
projects, as required per the NVTA long-range plan update. She noted that if
the Authority wanted to do an update now versus what staff recommended,
which was that staff come to the Authority in the fall for approval of funding
and then give approval for staff to do the RFP. The JACC suggested
amending the plan is not feasible.
Board Member Zimmerman added that it had not previously contemplated a
process for consideration of a change in between rerunning the model and
redoing the plan. There are a set of issues that would have to be considered in
devising such a process, including whether or not the Authority thinks it is a
good idea. He suggested this is something that the Authority will have to
think about. There may be a good idea that should be in the plan and someone
would like to see it added before the plan gets redone, but whether or not it
makes sense to have a process that allows that to go forward as opposed to
waiting to get in the cycle, that is not an easy question to answer. He
suggested that Ms. Rishell is making a specific request, but it has an
implication for a more general answer that has to be given. He suggested the
Authority will have to collectively think about this.
Ms. Rishell asked for a good reason why the Authority would not want to
have an amendment process.
Chairman York asked that if we had an annual or an every two year process,
what kind of staff time would that take. Ms. Backmon responded that that
depends on what kind of process is established, but it is a significant amount
of staff time. It will depend on how detailed the amendment process should
be, for example would the Authority want to have a feedback loop after the
model is run. There will need to be public comment and public feedback,
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which will have to be taken into consideration. Have to engage the TAC and
the PCAC. Ms. Backmon suggested it is a decent effort.
Ms. Rishell stated that it is her understanding that VDOT already has a
tremendous amount of congestion data to look at to determine whether a
project that was on the 2030 plan would warrant the placing of that project on
the 2040 plan.
Chairman York asked that staff outline a process. He suggested we need to be
able to amend our comp plan in between normal cycles, but also understand
the issues of doing that.
Ms. Bushue asked when was the 2040 plan was adopted. Board Member
Zimmerman responded December 2012.
Ms. Bushue asked about the cycle timing. Ms. Backmon responded that based
on the calendar year work plan, the process would be initiated toward the
latter half of this year.
Chairman Nohe added that one challenge faced when developing the 2040
plan was that the Authority agreed to only spend half-a-million dollars to
develop the plan, instead of 1.5 million. At the time, there was no HB2313,
but every penny spent running models is a penny not spent on roads.
Whatever the recommendation is, we also need to have an understanding of
the cost.

No report.

Legal Working Group

DR



No report.

Adjournment



XXIV.

Ms. Rishell asked about the expected report regarding members of the PCAC.
Mr. Mason responded that this has not been sorted out yet.

Chairman’s Comments



Chairman Nohe noted this was Board Member Zimmerman’s last meeting.
He commended him for being the longest standing member of this committee
[NVTA] and for having perfect attendance since the day this committee was
created. He said, “It is difficult to believe that we would be where we are
now, an agency responsible for 300 million dollars in transportation funding,
for which we have been fighting for 12 years . . . I don’t believe we would be
where we are, if were not for the tremendous effort Chris, that you have put
into ensuring that our friends in the General Assembly understand the critical
nature of dedicated funding for transportation in Northern Virginia and the
commitment that you have shown in this process since before the days the
15
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word “Transaction” was ever said out loud. In presenting Board Member
Zimmerman with a certificate of appreciation, he added, “While this
certificate seems incredibly inadequate, it is appropriate in so far as there is no
expression or physical gift we could give you that would properly demonstrate
the appreciation that we all feel and that everyone involved with transit in
Northern Virginia feels for you and the appreciation we have for all the work
you have done. On behalf of a grateful Authority and a grateful region, Chris,
thank you for all have done.”
Board Member Zimmermann remarked, “It has been one of my great joys in
my life as a public official to be able to be involved regionally on issues that I
have some passion for, with other people who share a passion for them, who
represent places different than mine, who have a lot of views that are different
than mine and to have found so many times over the years how possible it is
for people to come together to solve problems in common, notwithstanding all
those differences. The work that has been involved here since the old TCC,
which I believe David served with me on that, and the Barry Commission,
which I don’t know if there is anyone else in the room [that served on it],
which led to the creation of this and from day one on this, which I believe Hal
[Parrish] was on and Scott [York] was on and Dave [Snyder] was on, I think
were the originals. When we had an initial meeting, it was at Falls Church
City Hall in 2002. Through all of this it has really been a wonderful
experience to work with so many people, elected officials and also staff
people from all over the region and I have been very lucky, both in the
colleagues I’ve had and the tremendous staff people who I have worked with.
Arlington has contributed some great folks over the years to this. Ms. Fioretti
is our current offering, but so have all the other jurisdictions. I see Mr.
Biesiadny there who has been through so much of this and with whom I have
had the opportunity to work with for so long. I can’t tell you how much it has
meant to me to be part of this and my biggest disappointment as an elected
official, I think, was what resulted in 2008 when we had the rug pulled out
from under us after we had done so much and brought so many folks together.
That might have been the end of that, but as it works out, in what is to be my
last year in office, we got to start all over again and to take it out of mothballs
and it means all the work we did then, instead of being for nothing, actually
turned out to be really important. I thank all of you who have been a part of
that and who have been a part of my life over these years. I hope you will all
keep in touch. Thanks very much.”

XXV.

Adjournment


Meeting adjourned at 6:32pm.
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I-66 CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS
Transitioning from Tier 1 to Tier 2

Rene′e Hamilton
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
February 20, 2014

Tier 1 Improvement Concepts for I-66

2

I-66 Tier I Record of Decision
•

No single concept of the 10 concepts included in Tier 1 can alone
address existing and future transportation problems and improve
multimodal mobility along the I 66 corridor.

•

Any of the 10 concepts, or combinations thereof, are eligible to advance
to a Tier 2 study.

•

If any concept or combination concept moves forward it must not
preclude or restrict consideration of any other alternative that is
reasonably foreseeable.

3

Request for Information Responses
•

19 firms responded

•

A public-private partnership (P3) could be created to help develop and
deliver multi-modal transportation improvements for I-66.

•

Price and schedule certainty, risk transfer, and life cycle cost management
cited as potential advantages of a P3.

•

Technical challenges include right-of-way, designing efficient access
points, and limiting impact on existing bridges/structures.

•

Several respondents interested in developing/operating managed toll lanes.

•

There is interest in constructing (but not operating) a bus rapid transit
(BRT) system.

•

BRT and toll lanes could be replaced with Metrorail extension in the future.

•

Details on RFI, responses and comments: www.I66ppta.org

4

Next Steps

5

STAY INVOLVED

www.helpfix66.com
www.I66ppta.org
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V

Evaluation and Rating of Significant
Transportation Projects in NoVA
Project Evaluation Framework
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
February 20, 2013

Presentation Overview
 Project Evaluation Framework Purpose
 Project Evaluation Framework
 Performance Measures Summary

 Weights for Performance Measures
 Stakeholder Engagement Process
 Stakeholder Input Session
 Performance Measure Weights
 Weighted Scores and Project Ratings

2

Project Evaluation Framework Purpose
 Ensure the project analysis and rating process is consistent
with the overall intent of the law for this study
 Evaluate and rate significant transportation projects that reduce congestion
and improve mobility during homeland security emergency situations

 Use transportation models and computer simulations to provide an
objective, quantitative rating of significant transportation projects…

 Define and document the performance measures that will be
used in the evaluation and how these measures will be used to
rate the projects

3

Project Evaluation Framework
 Projects will be evaluated and rated based on how well they reduce
congestion and improve mobility during emergencies
 The change in performance measures will be calculated for each project
using the TPB regional demand model and TRANSIMS simulation software

 The performance measure weights developed through the stakeholder
engagement process will determine the relative importance of each
performance measure
 A weighted congestion reduction or mobility improvement score will
be assigned to each performance measure for each project
 The sum of the weighted score of all of the performance measures will
constitute the project’s congestion reduction / mobility improvement
rating
4

Stakeholder Engagement
 December 19th Peer Review Group webinar
 December 27th distributed draft Project Evaluation Framework
 January 6th stakeholder dialogue on the draft performance measures
and evaluation framework
 Stakeholder comments integrated into the final Project Evaluation
Framework on January 30th
 January 31st stakeholder input session on the final project
performance measures
 February 8th distributed maps of 2020 baseline conditions for input to
the project selection process

5

Performance Measure Summary
 Transit Crowding = reduction in the number of transit route miles experiencing crowded
conditions (local bus > 1.0; express bus and commuter rail > 0.9; Metrorail > 100 passengers/car).

 Congestion Duration = reduction in the number of hours of the day auto and transit
passengers experience heavily congested travel conditions.

 Person Hours of Delay = reduction in the number of person hours of travel time above free
flow travel time.

 Person Hours of Congested Travel in Automobiles = reduction in the number of person
hours of travel in automobiles and trucks on heavily congested facilities.

 Person Hours of Congested Travel in Transit Vehicles = reduction in the number of
person hours of travel in buses and trains on heavily congested facilities or in crowded vehicles.

 Accessibility to Jobs = increase in the number of jobs that can be reached from each
household based on a 45 minute travel time by automobile and a 60 minute travel time by transit.

 Emergency Mobility = increase in the person hours of travel time resulting from a 10 percent
increase in peak hour trip making.
6

Weighting Performance Measures

Near-term
Benefits (2020)

Long-term
Benefits (2040)

Attribute

Attribute

Weights1

Weights1

Transit Crowding

A%

A%

Congestion Duration

B%

B%

Person Hours of Delay

C%

C%

Person Hours of Congested Travel in Automobiles

D%

D%

Person Hours of Congested Travel in Transit Vehicles

E%

E%

Accessibility to Jobs

F%

F%

Emergency Mobility

G%

G%

100%

100%

Performance Measure

Total Attribute Weights

1. Attribute weights will be determined through a stakeholder consensus building process
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Stakeholder Input Session
 On January 31st, 15 of 18 stakeholder jurisdictions and agencies
participated in a session
 Fairfax County

Prince William County

Arlington County

 Loudoun County

City of Alexandria

City of Manassas

 City of Fairfax

City of Falls Church

Town of Leesburg

 Town of Herndon

Town of Dumfries

 Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA)
 Virginia Railway Express (VRE)

 Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission (PRTC)
 Northern Virginia Transportation Commission (NVTC)

 Towns of Vienna and Purcellville and the City of Manassas Park were
unable to participate
 Assessed the relative importance of the 7 performance measures to
be used to evaluate the project

8

Stakeholder Input - Blended Weights
 Blended Weights
 Average of: (1) Population / Ridership Weights and (2) NVTA Voting Weights

 Population / Ridership Weights
 Jurisdictional representatives’ input weighted by the jurisdiction's population
 Transit agency representatives’ input weighted by the annual ridership of the
service providers they represent
 Transit agency inputs accounts for 18.4% of the combined inputs
(Based on the peak period transit mode share from the TPB model)

 NVTA Voting Weights
 Equal inputs of the voting members (four counties and five cities)
 Verify relative weights for consistency with the 2/3 rule in the NVTA Bylaws

9

Blended Performance Measure Weights

Category-Attribute
Congestion Reduction

Category

Attribute

Overall

86.9%

Transit Crowding

13.3%

11.5%

Congestion Duration

32.1%

27.9%

Person Hours of Delay

23.3%

20.3%

Person Hours of Congested Travel in Automobiles

17.7%

15.4%

Person Hours of Congested Travel in Transit

13.6%

11.8%

100.0%

86.9%

Accessibility to Jobs

72.6%

9.5%

Emergency Mobility

27.4%

3.6%

100.0%

13.1%

Improved Mobility

Total

Blended Weights

13.1%

100.0%

100.0%
10

Summary of Weighted Performance Measures
 Blended Weights used for the Project Evaluation Framework
 Congestion Reduction accounts for 87% of the project rating score and Mobility
Improvements account for 13%
 The performance measures sorted by relative importance include:
 Congestion Duration (28%)
 Person Hours of Delay (20%)
 Person Hours of Congested Travel in Automobiles (15%)
 Person Hours of Congestion Travel in Transit Vehicles (12%)

 Transit Crowding (12%)
 Accessibility to Jobs (10%)
 Emergency Mobility (4%)
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Performance Measure Scores and Project Rating
 Model run for each project for 2020 and/or 2040 study years, and compared with
baseline performance
 Extract absolute change from the baseline model results for each performance
measure over the entire Northern Virginia District
(similar to the TransAction 2040 approach)
 100 points are awarded to the project that generates the greatest absolute
change for each performance measure and analysis year
(top project may vary for each performance measure)
 The points for all performance measure for other projects are scaled based on
how well it performs relative to the best performing project

(similar to the TransAction 2040 approach)
 The performance measure (MOE) scores are multiplied by the weight derived
from the stakeholder weighting process
 The sum of the weighted MOE scores will determine the project’s congestion
reduction /mobility rating for each analysis year
12

Evaluation and Rating Process

Travel Demand and
Simulation Models

Absolute Change in each
Performance Measure
(MOE) for each Project

Assign a Score (0-100) to
each MOE

Stakeholder Input

Based on 100 points for the
greatest absolute change
from a project in each MOE
(with and without the project)

Apply Blended Weights to
the MOE Scores

Sum Weighted MOE Scores
= Project Rating
13
Congestion
Duration

Person Hrs.
Delay

Hours of Congested
Auto Travel

Hours of Congested
Transit Travel

Transit
Crowding

Accessibility
to Jobs

Emergency
Mobility

Project Evaluation Scores and Rating

Near-term Benefits (2020)

Long-term Benefits (2040)

Attribute

Weighted MOE

Attribute

Weighted MOE

Weights1

Score 2

Weights1

Score 2

Transit Crowding

11.5%

11.5% * S11

11.5%

11.5% * S21

Congestion Duration

27.9%

27.9% * S12

27.9%

27.9% * S22

Person Hours of Delay

20.3%

20.3% * S13

20.3%

20.3% * S23

Person Hours of Congested Travel in Automobiles

15.4%

15.4% * S14

15.4%

15.4% * S24

Person Hours of Congested Travel in Transit Vehicles

11.8%

11.8% * S15

11.8%

11.8% * S25

Accessibility to Jobs

9.5%

9.5% * S16

9.5%

9.5% * S26

Emergency Mobility

3.6%

3.6% * S17

3.6%

3.6% * S27

Congestion Reduction Rating

100%

2020 Rating

100%

2040 Rating

Performance Measure

1. Attribute weights determined through the stakeholder consensus building process
2. S11-S27 represent the project performance score from the modeling process
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Questions / Comments

THANKS!
Evaluation and Rating of Significant Transportation Projects in Northern Virginia
Project Evaluation Framework
February 20, 2014

Evaluation and Rating of Significant Transportation Projects in Northern Virginia

Project Evaluation Framework
January 30, 2014

The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) and the Virginia Department of Rail and Public
Transportation (DRPT) are conducting a study to evaluate all significant projects in and near the Northern
Virginia District per the mandate of Virginia Code, section 33.1-13.03:1. The following statements
represent a summary of the intent of the authorizing legislation and the objectives of this study:
Authorizing Legislation
Use transportation models and computer simulations to provide an objective, quantitative rating of at least
25 significant transportation projects selected according to priorities determined by the Commonwealth
Transportation Board (CTB), in coordination with the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority (NVTA).


Evaluate and rate significant highway, rail, bus, and/or technology projects that reduce congestion
and improve mobility during homeland security emergency situations.



Priority should be given to projects that most effectively reduce congestion in the most congested
corridors and intersections.

For the purposes of this study, a “project” is defined as one or more complementary investments
that attempt to provide a comprehensive solution to an identified congestion problem. A project
may include a combination of highway, transit, technology and/or travel demand management
improvements and any access components such as pedestrian, bicycle and parking improvements
which enhance the project’s effectiveness in reducing congestion. Multi-modal projects are
encouraged and welcomed. The potential impact of transportation improvements will be
evaluated with a single base demographic/land-use forecast. Thus, the effect, if any, of the project
on land-use will not be captured by this study.
Projects will be analyzed and assigned a quantitative rating that reflects their ability to reduce congestion
and, to the extent possible, their ability to improve mobility during a homeland security emergency
situation. This document outlines the measures of effectiveness that will be calculated to evaluate each
project. The relative weight assigned to each measure in the ultimate effectiveness rating will be
developed through a stakeholder engagement process.
Project Evaluation Framework
Projects will be evaluated and rated based primarily on how well they reduce congestion. Congestion
reduction can be measured in several ways and this document describes several measures and methods
that should be helpful in quantifying the congestion benefits generated by each project.
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Location
For the purposes of this study, congestion reduction will be measured in the area covered by VDOT’s
Northern Virginia District (i.e., the City of Alexandria, and Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun, and Prince William
Counties). This enables the study team to evaluate and rate each project using a common base of
comparison. At the same time, the study team recognizes the potential usefulness to decision makers of
summarizing performance measures for the specific impact area of a given project. As a result, the study
team plans to calculate and document each performance measure within the specified impact area for
information purposes, but not include these values in the project rating.
Time
The time dimension also has multiple perspectives. Since congestion is often a peak period problem, the
usual practice is to focus on congestion reduction during the peak period. In Northern Virginia congestion
is not limited to the peak period, so it is also desirable to consider and quantify congestion reduction during
off-peak hours as well. As a result, all performance measures will be calculated for a 24 hour typical
weekday.
The other major dimension of time is the year it takes place. The project selection model focused on
congestion problems in the year 2020 to capture the benefits of improvements that are being implemented
while at the same time giving priority to problems caused by existing development patterns. The
evaluation and rating process will quantify benefits based on near-term conditions (2020), but will also
consider long term impacts as well. The year 2040 has been selected for the long-term impact assessment.
For projects that can be implemented in the near-term, a separate evaluation and congestion rating may be
generated for both 2020 and 2040. For projects that cannot be completed until after 2025, only the longterm evaluation and congestion rating will be generated.
CLRP Considerations
The baseline for quantifying the change in each performance measure is the performance of the
Constrained Long Range Plan (CLRP) for 2020 and/or 2040. This study will use the CLRP adopted by the
regional Transportation Planning Board in 2013 to define what is included in the 2020 and 2040 baseline
conditions. If a project proposed for evaluation by this study is included in the 2020 or 2040 CLRP, the
project will be removed from the baseline network and run through the modeling process. In this case, the
change in performance will measure the performance of the original 2020 or 2040 CLRP baseline against
the performance of the network without the project.
Definitions of Congestion
For the purposes of this study, heavy congestion on roadway segments is defined for each network link in
15 minute time increments based on the simulated travel time during the 15 minute time period divided by
the free flow travel time over the length of the link. A travel time ratio greater than or equal to 2.0 is
considered heavily congested. This congestion criterion can also be viewed as a 50 percent reduction in
travel speed during a 15 minute time period or taking twice the travel time to traverse the link.
In addition to the delays bus passengers experience due to roadway congestion, transit congestion will also
be measured using transit vehicle load factors. From this perspective a transit route will be considered
congested if it carries more passengers than it can reasonably accommodate. Separate congestion
thresholds for transit load factors have been identified for different transit modes. Local bus routes are
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considered congested if they carry more riders than the number of available seats (load factor > 1.0).
Express bus and commuter rail routes are considered congested if they carry more riders than 90 percent of
the available seats (load factor > .9). Metrorail is considered congested if a train carries more than 100
riders per train car (load factor >100 pass/car). These load factor thresholds were provided by the local
transit agencies.
Performance Measures
The performance measures selected for the project evaluation framework are intended to be multi-modal
criteria in that each measure focuses on the benefits received by persons rather than vehicles. Note,
however, that most congestion problems will be experienced on roadway facilities or crowded trains. As a
result, most multi-modal or demand management solutions will be evaluated based on how effective they
are in improving travel times, delays and other performance measures for auto passengers and bus riders
that travel through congested roadway segments.
The performance measures that will be used to evaluate and rate the effectiveness of each project in
reducing congestion are defined as follows:


Transit Crowding = reduction in the number of transit route miles experiencing crowded
conditions.
Crowded conditions are defined using a mode specific load factor (i.e., local bus > 1.0; express bus >
0.9; Metrorail > 100 passengers/car; commuter rail > 0.9).



Congestion Duration = reduction in the number of hours of the day auto and transit passengers
experience heavily congested travel conditions.
For roadways, this measure will sum the number of 15 minute time periods during the course of
the day that a lane-mile of roadway exceeds a travel time ratio of 2.0. For transit, this measure will
sum the number of 15 minute time periods during the course of the day that each transit route
mile exceeds the mode specific load factor.



Person Hours of Delay = reduction in the number of person hours of travel time above free flow
travel time.
For roadways, this measure will multiply the difference between simulated travel time and free
flow travel time on each link in each 15 minute time period by the number of passengers in autos
and buses using the link during each 15 minute period. Person hours of delay for transit will also
include the additional waiting time associated with failing to board the intended vehicle due to
capacity constraints or transfer timing issues (i.e., you missed your transfer because of delays on
the first route).



Person Hours of Congested Travel in Automobiles = reduction in the number of person hours of
travel in automobiles and trucks on heavily congested facilities.
This measure will sum the number person hours of travel during each 15 minute time period that
the roadway exceeds a travel time ratio of 2.0.
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Person Hours of Congested Travel in Transit Vehicles = reduction in the number of person hours of
travel in buses and trains on heavily congested facilities or in crowded vehicles.
This measure will sum the number of person hours of travel in buses for each 15 minute time
period that the bus travels on a roadway that exceeds a travel time ratio of 2.0 plus the number of
person hours of travel on buses or trains with ridership that exceed the mode specific load factor.



Accessibility to Jobs = increase in the number of jobs that can be reached from each household
based on a 45 minute travel time by automobile and a 60 minute travel time by transit.
This measure will be calculated based on the simulated travel times on each link during a three
hour AM peak period. An upper limit of 45 minutes will be used for highway trips and a 60 minute
upper limit for transit in determining the number of jobs that can be accessed by households in the
region1.



Emergency Mobility = increase in the person hours of travel time resulting from a 10 percent
increase in peak hour trip making.
This measure will increase the number of trips leaving activity locations within TAZ’s during the PM
peak hour (5:00-6:00 PM) by 10 percent. This will be accomplished by changing an appropriate
number of trip start times of existing travelers that are scheduled to leave their activity locations
after 6:00 PM to a random time between 5:00 and 6:00 PM. The simulation process will then be rerun using the new trip start times. The increase in the total person hours of travel will be compared
to the original total person hours of travel to determine the impact to the system. Projects with
the smallest increase in person hours of travel will be given a higher mobility benefit.

Congestion Reduction Rating
The Congestion Reduction Rating for each project will be based on the weight sum of the Congestion
Reduction Score assigned to each performance measure. The stakeholder input through the Decision Lens
process will be used to define the relative importance of each performance measure in the overall project
rating.

1

More specifically, accessibility to jobs will be calculated based on the simulated 15 minute travel times on
each link during a three hour AM peak period. A path is built between three activity locations within each
traffic analysis zone during each 30 minutes of the AM peak period (i.e., 54 paths). The average travel time
of these zone-to-zone paths is compared to the 45 minute criterion. If the path can be completed in 45
minutes or less, the number of households in the origin zone is multiplied by the number of jobs in the
destination zone. This sum is divided by the number of households in Northern Virginia to determine the
number of jobs that can be reached within 45 minutes by the average household. The same process is used
to build transit paths and estimate the number of jobs that can be reached within 60 minutes using transit
by the average household.
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Near-term Benefits (2020)

Long-term Benefits (2040)

Attribute

Weighted MOE

Attribute

Weighted MOE

Weights1

Score 2

Weights1

Score 2

Transit Crowding

A%

A% * S11

A%

A% * S21

Congestion Duration

B%

B% * S12

B%

B% * S22

Person Hours of Delay

C%

C% * S13

C%

C% * S23

Person Hours of Congested Travel in Automobiles

D%

D% * S14

D%

D% * S24

Person Hours of Congested Travel in Transit Vehicles

E%

E% * S15

E%

E% * S25

Accessibility to Jobs

F%

F% * S16

F%

F% * S26

Emergency Mobility

G%

G% * S17

G%

G% * S27

100%

2020 Rating

100%

2040 Rating

Performance Measure

Congestion Reduction Rating

1. Attribute weights will be determined through a stakeholder consensus building process
2. S11-S27 represent the project performance score from the modeling process

The Congestion Reduction Score for a given performance measure will be based on the relative impact of all
projects on the change in congestion in Northern Virginia. A maximum Congestion Reduction Score of 100
points will be assigned to each performance measure and analysis year based on the project that generates
the greatest change to the performance measure. All other projects will be assigned Congestion Reduction
Scores based on the ratio of their performance to the project that performed best.
For example, if project #4 is predicted to generate the greatest reduction in person hours of delay (say
100,000 hours), project #4 will receive 100 points for person hours of delay (S13 or S23). If project #8
reduces person hours of delay by 70,000 hours, project #8 will receive 70 points (100 * 70,000 / 100,000)
for person hours of delay (S13 or S23). Note, a single project is not likely to generate the greatest
improvement for all performance measures and analysis years. This means that the 100 point score is likely
to be awarded to a different project for each measure.
Project Costs
As part of the Scope of Work, the study team will prepare a planning level order of magnitude cost estimate
for each project. If cost estimates are provided by the project sponsor or have been prepared as part of
other studies, these cost estimates will be reviewed for consistency and included in the final report along
with any clarifying explanations that may be appropriate. These planning level cost estimates will be
provided so that, if desired, the congestion rating can be viewed in terms of congestion reduction relative
to cost.
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VII
NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Chairman Martin E. Nohe and Members
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority

FROM:

Chairman Martin E. Nohe
Vice-Chairman Gary Garczynski
Project Implementation Working Group

SUBJECT:

Approval of Project Nominations to the VDOT Evaluation and Rating Study

DATE:
February 18, 2014
_____________________________________________________________________________
Recommendation. Approval of the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority’s project
nominations to the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) Evaluation and Rating Study.
Suggested motion. I move approval of the NVTA project nominations (Attachment A) to the
Virginia Department of Transportation’s Evaluation and Rating Study.
Background. On February 3, 2014, VDOT issued a call for project nominations for the Project
Evaluation and Rating Study (HB599). Project nominations are due to VDOT by February 25,
2014 and may be submitted by the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) and the NVTA.
By law, NVTA cannot fund projects with revenues beyond FY 2014; with the exception of mass
transit projects that increase capacity, without first having the projects rated in accordance
with HB599 requirements.
The Project Implementation Working Group (hereafter, the “Group”) has met four times since
receiving its charge to coordinate with the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)
Project Evaluation and Rating Study (HB599) and to implement the Northern Virginia
Transportation Authority’s Six-Year Plan. Pursuant to this charge the Group discussed and
developed an initial list of projects that it is recommending to NVTA for nomination to the
VDOT Project Evaluation and Rating Study.
Projects recommended for nomination to the VDOT study met the following criteria:
1) Project nominations may include both individual projects and project packages.
2) All projects will be considered for inclusion in the NVTA project nominations except for

mass-transit projects that increase capacity (projects that are legally exempt by HB2313
from the rating criteria).

Martin E. Nohe, Chairman
Members, Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
February 20, 2014
a. This subset of projects must meet the NVTA Project Selection Process Tier I
Screening Criteria (Attachment C).
b. A project that did not meet NVTA Project Selection Process Tier I Screening
Criteria may be considered for inclusion in the NVTA project nominations
provided that: 1) priority is given to projects that meet the NVTA Project
Selection Process Tier I Screening Criteria; and 2) there is sufficient space
available in the VDOT Evaluation and Rating Study to evaluate this project.
At its February 18, 2014 meeting, the group discussed, and by consensus, agreed to
recommend 33 projects to NVTA for nomination to the VDOT Project Evaluation and Rating
Study (Attachment A), of which two projects will be submitted as one project package. Of the
33 projects, 29 projects meet the NVTA Project Selection Tier I Screening Criteria, while four
projects did not. Despite the fact that four projects did not meet the NVTA Project Selection
Tier I Screening Criteria, the Group is recommending that they be included in the NVTA project
nominations because there is sufficient space available for VDOT to rate these projects. As per
VDOT’s previous statements to the Authority, it will be able to rate up to 40 projects. Should
there be an instance now or at any time in the future where the number of projects exceeds
the available number of projects that VDOT can evaluate, the Group recommends that NVTA
give priority to projects that meet the NVTA Project Selection Tier I Screening Criteria. The list
of recommended projects represents a subset of a total of 52 projects submitted to the
Authority as part of its Six-Year Plan Call for Projects. The development of the NVTA’s Six-Year
Plan is separate from the VDOT Evaluation and Rating Study. As such, projects recommended
for inclusion in the VDOT Evaluation and Rating Study will not be given special preference for
funding by the NVTA.
A total of 19 projects will not be recommended to NVTA for nomination to the study
(Attachment B). All 19 projects are mass transit projects that increase capacity. Mass transit
projects that increase capacity are an important ingredient to solving transportation problems
in Northern Virginia. As such, the decision not to include these projects in the VDOT Evaluation
and Rating Study does not mean that they are any less important to the region.
Per VDOT’s initial guidance, with each project or project package submitted, the Group will
submit a completed project nomination form (Attachment C) which identifies the congestion
problem that it is trying to solve using baseline congestion estimates provided by VDOT as well
as from data contained in the TransAction 2040 Plan.

Next Steps
Once nominated, NVTA’s list of projects will be run through VDOT’s Tier I Study Priorities and
Tier II Project Selection Framework. Each project or project package will receive a score. At the
March 2014 meeting, NVTA will receive a report from VDOT on the results of the project
screening for all NVTA projects or projects packages submitted to VDOT. NVTA is also expected
to take final action on the projects to be evaluated by VDOT at that time. VDOT will bring the
2

Martin E. Nohe, Chairman
Members, Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
February 20, 2014
project nominations to the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) on March 19, 2014 for
approval. Projects approved by the CTB will be advanced to the evaluation and rating phase of
the study. VDOT expects to provide a final report by December 2014.
Members of the Project Implementation Working Group and I will attend the Authority’s
February 20, 2014, meeting to provide additional detail and/or to answer any questions.
Attachments.
A. Projects recommended for nomination to VDOT Rating and Evaluation Study
B. Projects not recommended for nomination to VDOT Rating and Evaluation Study
C. Sample VDOT Project Nomination Forms
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VII

Northern Virginia Transportation Authority (NVTA)

ATTACHMENT A.

Projects Submitted for Consideration for FY 2014 - FY2016 Funding (02/18/13 -V.3) - Projects Recommended for VDOT Evaluation and Rating Study
Tier I Screen

ALL PROJECTS (Except Mass Transit Projects that Increase Capacity)

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31 (G)
32
33 (G)

Agency
Arlington
Fairfax
Fairfax
Fairfax
Fairfax
Fairfax
Fairfax
Loudoun
Loudoun
Fairfax
Dumfries
Fairfax
Leesburg
City of Fairfax
City of Fairfax
Fairfax
City of Fairfax
Alexandria
Arlington
Fairfax
Fairfax
Loudoun
Loudoun
Manassas
Purcellville
Leesburg
Herndon
Prince William
Prince William
Fairfax
Manassas
Manassas
Prince William

Project Description
Route 244 Columbia Pike Street Improvements (S. Gate Road to the Pentagon)
Rolling Road Widening from Old Keene Mill Road to Franconia Springfield Pkwy
US 29 Lee Highway (from west of Union Mill Road to Buckley’s Gate Drive)
Braddock Road HOV Widening
South Van Dorn Street and Franconia Road Interchange
Frontier Drive Extension & Braided Ramps
Fairfax County Parkway Improvements (Study)
Belmont Ridge Road (VA Route 659)- Turo Parish Road to Croson Ln
Loudoun County Parkway (VA Route 607) – U.S. 50 to Creighton Rd.
Route 7 Widening – Dulles Toll Road Bridge
Widen Route 1 (Fraley Boulevard) Brady's Hill Road to Route 234 (Dumfries Road)
US 1 Richmond Highway (from Mt. Vernon Memorial Highway to Napper Road)
Route 15 Bypass at Edwards Ferry Road Interchange
Northfax - Intersection and drainage improvements at Route 29/50 and Route 123
Jermantown / Route 50 Roadway Improvements
Frying Pan Road (VA 28 to Centreville Road)
Kamp Washington Intersection Improvements
Real-Time Adaptive Traffic Control and Data Management System
Glebe Road Corridor Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Improvements
Pohick Rd - US 1 (Richmond Hwy) to I-95 - 2 to 4 Lanes
Shirley Gate Rd. from Braddock Rd. to Fairfax County Parkway/Popes Head Rd.
Northstar Blvd. (VA Rte. 659 Reloc) – U.S. 50 to Evergreen Mills Rd. (VA Rte. 621)
Route 7 / 690 Interchange
Route 234 Grant Avenue Study
Main Street and Maple Avenue Intersection Improvements
Route 7 (East Market Street)/Battlefield Parkway Interchange
East Elden Street Improvements & Widening Project (UPC 50100)
Route 1 Widening from Featherstone Road to Marys Way
Route 15 Widening (Route 29 to Route 55), including RR Overpass
VA Route 28 Widening (Prince William County Line to Route 29)
Route 28 Widening South to the City Limits
Route 28 (Manassas Bypass) Study - Godwin Drive Extension
Route 28 Widening from Route 234 Bypass to Linton Hall Road
Subtotal Funding
Total FY 14 - FY 16 Funding Requested

NOTE: Under column "Item" - Value "G" represents a packaged project.

FY14 Funding
Required
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
235,000
859,452
1,000,000
2,600,000
5,000,000
11,400,000
0
0
500,000
3,800,000
25,394,452
$423,452,810

FY15 Funding
FY16 Funding
Required
Required
10,000,000
0
13,850,000
13,850,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
5,000,000
4,450,000
10,000,000
10,000,000
19,500,000
0
7,000,000
24,000,000
6,950,000
6,950,000
3,500,000
3,400,000
6,750,000
6,750,000
0
1,000,000
0
10,000,000
1,000,000
0
3,075,000
3,075,000
1,000,000
0
500,000
0
0
2,000,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
0
9,400,000
0
6,000,000
0
0
954,255
980,103
1,000,000
11,000,000
2,600,000
5,200,000
15,000,000
29,400,000
31,000,000
53,630,000
3,550,000
3,550,000
3,294,000
0
0
0
5,000,000
7,900,000
168,023,255
230,035,103

Total Project Corri
Cost
dor
Status
Route
80,000,000
9
244 Design
35,200,000
5
638 Design
41,000,000
6
29 Study
63,000,000
7
620 Study
139,500,000
7 613/644 Study
84,500,000
N/A
2677 Study
396,100,000
N/A
286 Study
36,225,000
2
659 Final Design
51,000,000
2
607 ROW
34,400,000
1
7 Final Design
82,500,000
8
1 Study
90,000,000
8
1 Study
50,000,000
1
15 Study
25,000,000
29/50/123 ROW
6,500,000
50 ROW
41,000,000
3
28 Study
9,800,000
50/29/236 ROW
16,500,000
8 N/A
Study
2,000,000
9
120 Study
29,250,000
8
638 Study
39,500,000
N/A
665 Study
13,800,000
2
259 Final Design
36,687,000
1
7/690 PE
235,000
2
234 Study
7,500,000
1
7 Final Design
58,000,000
1
7 Study
22,458,000
1 606/6656 Study
52,400,000
8
1 PE
96,030,000
2
15 PE
47,350,000
3
28 Study
11,001,000
3
28 ROW
500,000
3
1 PE
16,700,000
3
28 PE
1,715,636,000

CLRP/
TIP
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y/Y
Y
Y/Y
Y
Y/Y
Y/Y
N
Y
N/Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N/Y
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y
N
Y
Y/Y
Y
N

TA
2040
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Check
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

RC
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Mass
Transit Within/adj Meets All
Capacit . to NVTA Requireme
y
Boundary nts (Y/N)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Northern Virginia Transportation Authority (NVTA)

ATTACHMENT B.

VII

Projects Submitted for Consideration for FY 2014 - FY2016 Funding (02/12/13 V.3)
Tier I Screen

MASS TRANSIT PROJECTS THAT INCREASE CAPACITY

Item

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Agency

Alexandria
Alexandria
City of Fairfax
Fairfax
Fairfax
Fairfax
Fairfax
Loudoun
PRTC
WMATA
WMATA
Alexandria
VRE
VRE
VRE
VRE
VRE
VRE
Arlington

Project Description

Potomac Yard Metrorail Station
Van Dorn - Beauregard Transitway
CUE 35-foot Bus Acquisition
Richmond Highway Transit Center
West Ox Bus Garage
Connector Bus Service Expansion – Capital Purchase 22 Buses
Innovation Center Metrorail Station Construction
Acquisition of 4 Buses
Western Bus Maintenance and Storage Facility
New Buses (10) and Bus Infrastructure Improvements
8-Car Train Traction Power Upgrades Located in Virginia
Duke Street Transit Signal Priority
Franconia-Springfield to Woodbridge 3rd Track
Manassas Park Station Parking Expansion
Slaters Lane Crossover
Franconia-Springfield Platform Expansion
Crystal City Platform Extension Study
Rippon Station Expansion and Second Platform
Ballston Metrorail Station West Entrance
Subtotal Funding
Total Transit Funding Requested FY 14 - FY 16

FY14 Funding
Required

FY15 Funding
Required

FY16 Funding
Required

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

500,000
0
3,000,000
0
10,000,000
5,500,000
24,000,000
1,860,000
8,000,000
12,400,000
27,355,000

1,000,000
2,400,000
0
24,000,000
10,000,000
5,500,000
24,000,000
0
8,000,000
12,400,000
17,061,000

190,000
450,000
500,000
600,000
775,000

0
2,435,000
2,000,000
6,400,000
4,225,000
0
2,500,000

0
47,115,000
16,500,000
0
0
0
2,500,000

10,800,000
120,975,000

40,100,000
210,576,000

2,000,000
5,000,000
5,100,000
14,615,000
$346,166,000

NOTE: Under column "Item" - Value "N/A" represents projects that are not recommended for submission to VDOT Evaluation and Rating Study

Total Project
Cost

Corridor

287,484,000
8
129,000,000
8
3,000,000
24,000,000
8
20,000,000
11,000,000 N/A
89,000,000
1
1,860,000
26,000,000
6
66,400,000 Multiple
424,811,000 Multiple
250,000
7
50,000,000
8
19,000,000
6
7,000,000
8
5,000,000
8
2,000,000
8
14,633,000
8
56,000,000
8
1,236,438,000

Route

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Status

CLRP/
TIP

1 Study
Y/Y
Study
Y/Y
N/A
Y
1 FY 15 PE StartN
Design
N
N/A
N
267 Design
Y/Y
N/A
N
66 Design
Y/Y
N/A
N
Contract Award
N
Study
Y/Y
Study
Y
Study
Y/Y
Study
Y
Study
Y/Y
1 Study
Y/Y
Study
Y/Y
Design
Y

TA2040

Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Reduces
Congestio

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Increases
Capacity transit only

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Within/adj.
Meets All
to NVTA Requirement
Boundary
s (Y/N)

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

VII.C

Evaluation and Rating of Significant Transportation Projects in Northern Virginia

Project Nomination Form
Draft: Jan. 30, 2014

Virginia Department of Transportation

Submitting Entity

❑❑ Northern Virginia Transportation Authority ❑❑ Commonwealth Transportation Board
As a point of reference, the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) adopted the following
six priorities for the Project Selection Model (PSM) process in October, 2013. Which CTB
priorities does your project address? (check all that apply)
and Enhance Statewide Mobility
❑❑ Preserve
Through the Region
Coordinated Safety and Security
❑❑ Increase
Planning
the Interconnectivity of Regions
❑❑ Improve
and Activity Centers

the Costs of Congestion to
❑❑ Reduce
Virginia’s Residents and Businesses
System Performance by Making
❑❑ Increase
Operational Improvements
Travel Choices to Improve Quality
❑❑ Increase
of Life for Virginians

Please keep these priorities in mind as you answer the following questions about your project.

Project Title
1. Project Type (check all that apply)

❑❑ Highway
❑❑ Rail
❑❑ Bus
❑❑ ITS

❑❑ Large scale TDM
❑❑ Bike/Ped
❑❑ Other

2. Project Corridor (Refer to maps at the link below and check all that apply.)

❑❑ Transaction 2040 Corridor
❑❑ Statewide Mobility System

❑❑ Corridor of Statewide Significance
❑❑ SuperNova Corridor

1

1 http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/northernvirginia/evaluating_significant_projects.asp

1

3. Project Description/Components (termini, number of lanes, operating
policies for transit & HOV improvements like HOV requirements, transit headways, etc.)
No more than 2 paragraphs2
•

For highway projects include project limits, changes to number or use of lanes, any changes to
traffic control system, complimentary bike/ped way improvements.

•

For transit projects include service route, frequency, stops/station location, station access
information.

•

For TDM projects include program details with anticipated nature and magnitude of change in
travel.

•

For ITS projects include details about the systems operations (including those at traffic signals)
and information communications that would impact mode and/or route choice.

4. What congestion problem is this project designed to address?

2 Please provide a schematic/map of the project’s location with your submission

2

5.

Project Impact Area (What other highway facilities OR transit routes are likely to be
impacted and how by this specific project?)

6.

Total Cost to Complete Project (including all components for a project package,
not including operating costs)

7.

Project Implementation Year

❑❑ Before 2025
8.

Project is in Transaction 2040

❑❑ Yes
9.

❑❑ After 2025
❑❑ No

Project is in current CLRP (specify implementation year)

❑❑ Yes

❑❑ No

10. Does the Project connect regional activity centers? Which ones?
(Refer to map included in the solicitation document)

❑❑ Yes

❑❑ No

3

11. Does the Project connect major facilities? Which ones? (interstate highways,
principal arterials or transit stations, park and ride lots and DCA or IAD airports)

❑❑ Yes

❑❑ No

12. Does this project increase person moving capacity? On which modes
and which facility/corridor?

❑❑ Yes

❑❑ No

13. Project’s impact on mobility

❑❑ The project improves mobility between jurisdictions or activity centers
❑❑ The project improves roadway or bus capacity on radial roads
❑❑ The project improves reversible capabilities on the radial roadways
❑❑ The project expands/extends rail transit systems
Please indicate below a staff member(s) who can respond to detailed questions on the
project such as project limits, number of lanes, transit stops, etc.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this form on behalf of your agency.
Please return the form as a high resolution pdf. and email Valerie.Pardo@VDOT.Virginia.
gov, or you may print and fax it to (703) 815-3219, no later than Friday, Month 00, 2014.
If you are faxing, please call Valerie Pardo at (703) 259-1736, to notify her to expect a
facsimile.

4
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 18, 2014

FOR:

Chairman Martin E. Nohe and Members
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority

FROM:

Monica Backmon, Chairman
Jurisdiction and Agency Coordinating Committee

SUBJECT:

JACC Approval of the Congestion Mitigation Air Quality and Regional
Surface Transportation Program Reallocation Request for Fairfax County

1. Purpose. To inform the NVTA of approval of the JACC approved Congestion
Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ) and Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP)
reallocation request for Fairfax County.
2. Background. On September 11, 2008, the NVTA delegated authority to approve
requests to reallocate CMAQ and RSTP funding between projects that were
previously approved by the NVTA to the JACC.
On February 4, 2014, Fairfax County requested the reallocations noted below:


$5 million in FY 2005 CMAQ from Fairfax County’s Springfield CBD Commuter
Parking project (UPC T1120) to I-66/Vienna Metrorail Access and Capacity
Improvement, i.e., Vaden Ramp, (UPC 81002).



$76,010 in FY 2005 CMAQ from Fairfax County’s Springfield CBD Commuter
Parking project (UPC T1120) to the Virginia Department of Transportation
(VDOT) administered Trails Projects at Various Locations (UPC 70632).



$330,000 in FY 2013 CMAQ funds from Fairfax County’s Columbia Pike Streetcar
Project (UPC 100471) to the City of Vienna’s Tapawingo Rd/Cottage St sidewalk
project, i.e., Walk to Metrorail, (UPC 104326). The City of Vienna will reimburse
Fairfax County’s Columbia Pike Streetcar Project (UPC 100471) from FY 2017
CMAQ funds for the Sidewalks to Metrorail Project (UPC 100428).



$300,000 in FY 2013 RSTP funds from Fairfax County’s Tysons Corner Roadway
Improvements (UPC 100478) to the City of Fairfax for the Pedestrian
Improvement Study (UPC T14656). The City of Fairfax will reimburse Fairfax.
1

NVTA’s delegation requires that the JACC notify the NVTA of these requests. The JACC
approved these requests on February 4, 2014. Unless otherwise directed, I will send the
attached letter to VDOT NOVA District Administrator, Helen Cuervo, asking that the
funds be reallocated.
Attachment(s): Letter to VDOT NOVA District Administrator Cuervo, Fairfax County
transfer request
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IX.ATTACHMENT

w

Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
The Authority for Transportation in Northern Virginia
3060 Williams Drive  Suite 510  Fairfax, VA 22031
www.TheNoVaAuthority.org

February 20, 2014
Ms. Helen Cuervo
NOVA District Administrator
Virginia Department of Transportation
4975 Alliance Drive, Suite E‐42
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Reference: Request to Reallocate Regional Surface Transportation Program and Congestion
Mitigation Air Quality Funds for Fairfax County
Dear Ms. Cuervo:
On September 11, 2008, the NVTA delegated the authority to approve requests to reallocate
Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ) and regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP)
funding between projects that were previously approved by the NVTA to the Jurisdiction and
Agency Coordinating Committee (JACC).
On February 4, 2014, Fairfax County requested such reallocations. The reallocation requests are
noted below:


$5 million in FY 2005 CMAQ from Fairfax County’s Springfield CBD Commuter Parking
project (UPC T1120) to I‐66/Vienna Metrorail Access and Capacity Improvement, i.e., Vaden
Ramp, (UPC 81002).



$76,010 in FY 2005 CMAQ from Fairfax County’s Springfield CBD Commuter Parking project
(UPC T1120) to the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) administered Trails
Projects at Various Locations (UPC 70632).



$330,000 in FY 2013 CMAQ funds from Fairfax County’s Columbia Pike Streetcar Project
(UPC 100471) to the City of Vienna’s Tapawingo Rd/Cottage St sidewalk project, i.e., Walk
to Metrorail, (UPC 104326). The City of Vienna will reimburse Fairfax County’s Columbia
Pike Streetcar Project (UPC 100471) from FY 2017 CMAQ funds for the Sidewalks to
Metrorail Project (UPC 100428).



$300,000 in FY 2013 RSTP funds from Fairfax County’s Tysons Corner Roadway
Improvements (UPC 100478) to the City of Fairfax for the Pedestrian Improvement Study
(UPC T14656). The City of Fairfax will reimburse Fairfax.

1

Please take the necessary steps to relocate these funds in the Transportation Improvement
Program and the State Transportation Improvement Program. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Monica Backmon
NVTA JACC Chairman

Cc: Jan Vaughan/Dic Burke, Transportation Planning Section, VDOT
Michael Riddle/Ray Johnson, Fairfax County
Wendy Block Sanford, City of Fairfax
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County of Fairfax, Virginia
To protect and enrich the quality of life for the people, neighborhoods and diverse communities of Fairfax County

February 4, 2014

Ms. Monica Backmon, Chairman
Jurisdiction and Agency Coordinating Committee
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
4031 University Drive, Suite 200
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Re: Reallocation of Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ) Funds and Regional Surface
Transportation Program (RSTP) Funds
Dear Ms. Backmon:
Fairfax County requests the approval of the Jurisdiction and Agency Coordinating Committee
(JACC) to transfer the following funds:
1. $5 million in FY 2005 CMAQ from Fairfax County’s Springfield CBD Commuter
Parking project (UPC T1120) to I-66/Vienna Metrorail Access and Capacity
Improvement, i.e., Vaden Ramp, (UPC 81002).
2. $76,010 in FY 2005 CMAQ from Fairfax County’s Springfield CBD Commuter
Parking project (UPC T1120) to the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)
administered Trails Projects at Various Locations (UPC 70632).
3. $330,000 in FY 2013 CMAQ funds from Fairfax County’s Columbia Pike Streetcar
Project (UPC 100471) to the City of Vienna’s Tapawingo Rd/Cottage St sidewalk
project, i.e., Walk to Metrorail, (UPC 104326). The City of Vienna will reimburse
Fairfax County’s Columbia Pike Streetcar Project (UPC 100471) from FY 2017
CMAQ funds for the Sidewalks to Metrorail Project (UPC 100428).
4. $300,000 in FY 2013 RSTP funds from Fairfax County’s Tysons Corner Roadway
Improvements (UPC 100478) to the City of Fairfax for the Pedestrian Improvement
Study (UPC T14656). The City of Fairfax will reimburse Fairfax County’s Tysons
Corner Roadway Improvements (UPC 100478) from FY 2020 RSTP funds for the
Pedestrian Improvement Study (UPC T14656).

Fairfax County Department of Transportation
4050 Legato Road, Suite 400
Fairfax, VA 22033-2895
Phone: (703) 877-5600 TTY: 711
Fax: (703) 877-5723
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/fcdot

Ms. Monica Backmon, Chairman
Jurisdiction and Agency Coordinating Committee
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
February 4, 2014
Page 2 of 2

If you have any questions or concerns about this request please contact Brent Riddle at (703)
877-5659.
Sincerely,

Tom Biesiadny
Director
cc.

Wendy Block Sanford, City of Fairfax
Dennis Johnson, Town of Vienna
Todd Wigglesworth, Fairfax County Department of Transportation (FCDOT)
Brent Riddle, FCDOT
Ray Johnson, FCDOT
Mohamad El Kaissi, FCDOT
Bethany Mathis, Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)
Jan Vaughn, VDOT
Arifur Rahman, VDOT

NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

X

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Chairman Martin E. Nohe and Members
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority

FROM:

John Mason, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

Status of Memoranda of Agreement

DATE:
February 13, 2014
_____________________________________________________________________________
1. Purpose: Update the status of the Memoranda of Agreement (MOA) and related HB2313 required
documentation, which will allow the 30% local funds transfers to begin.
2. Background: As the Authority Members are aware, each county and city is required to adopt a MOA
as a preliminary step to receiving their 30% local funds. To execute the MOA, a questionnaire was
included to exchange banking information, establish points of contact and cover other
implementation issues. In addition, HB2313 requires the Authority to ascertain the following:
a. Establishment of a special account (fund) on the books of the locality
b. The transfer of the C&I taxes to that fund
c. Determination of a matching C&I equivalency transfer or if a deduction from the 30%
share is required and executed
d. Establish how each locality desires to pay its share of the Authority operating costs.
3. Comment: As reflected in Attachment, member jurisdictions are in various stages of completion.
No jurisdiction has completed the process at this time, but several are very close. Authority staff
has worked with and/or offered assistance to each member jurisdiction. Based on the funds
received from the Commonwealth through February 11th, there is approximately $42 million
awaiting transfer to member localities. Once the transfer process starts it will occur monthly.

Attachment: NVTA Member Jurisdiction Transfer Preparation Status

City of Alexandria
Arlington County
City of Fairfax
Fairfax County
City of Falls Church
Loudoun County
City of Manassas
City of Manassas Park
Prince William County

Yes
Yes

Yes

Signed
By Jurisdiction
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Hard Copy
Received By NVTA
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Advised; in process

MOA
MOA Questionnaire
Complete
Yes
Advised; in process
Yes
Yes
Offered assistance
Advised; in process
Advised; in process
Yes
Yes

C&I Transfer/Match
& Fund Documented
Advised; in process
Advised; in process
Advised; in process
Complete
Offered Assistance
Advised; in process
Advised; in process
Offered Assistance
Advised; in process
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

NVTA Operations
Deduct
Direct Payment,
From Transfer
Received

NVTA Member Jurisdiction 30% Transfer Preparation Status
as of February 13, 2014 (Revised Feb. 18, 2014)

REVISED 2.18.14

Feb. 20, 2014

Feb. 20, 2014
Feb. 20, 2014

Date ‐ NVTA
Signed & Returned
to Jurisdiction
Feb. 20, 2014
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Chairman Martin E. Nohe and Members
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority

THROUGH:

John Mason, Interim Executive Director

FROM:

Michael Longhi, Chief Financial Officer

SUBJECT:

HB 2313 Funding Status

DATE:
February 12, 2014
_____________________________________________________________________________
1. Purpose: Update of HB 2313 receipts and revenue estimates and distribution.
2. Background: NVTA receives funding through sales tax, grantors tax and transient occupancy tax
(TOT). Revenues are received monthly from the Commonwealth for transactions that occurred in
proceeding months. The attached report reflects funding received through February 11, 2014 on a
cash basis.
3. Comments:
a. Revenue receipts
i. The Authority has received approximately $146 million through the February transfers
from the Commonwealth.
ii. NVTA is receiving revenue streams for the first time, therefore no prior annual month-tomonth transaction history is available for comparison and evaluation purposes.
iii. There are no changes in the revenue estimates at this time. Member jurisdiction updates
to their original revenue estimates are solicited on an ongoing basis. The gap between
estimated and actual on sales tax has closed (improved) from -9% through the November
receipts to -2% through the February receipts.
b. Distribution to localities.

i.
ii.
iii.

Of the $146 million received by the Authority, approximately $42 million in 30%
local funds is pending distribution.
The initial 30% local funds transfers are waiting the completion of the MOAs and
other HB2313 required documentation.
Once the 30% transfers commence they will occur monthly as funds are received
from the Commonwealth.

Attachments:
A. Revenues Received By Tax Type, Compared to Estimates
B. Revenues Received With Pending 30% Distribution

XI.A

XI.B

XII
NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Chairman Martin E. Nohe and Members
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority

THROUGH:

John Mason, Interim Executive Director

FROM:

Michael Longhi, Chief Financial Officer

SUBJECT:

NVTA Operating Budget

DATE:
February 12, 2014
_____________________________________________________________________________
1. Purpose: To update the Authority on the NVTA Operating Budget.
2. Background: NVTA is funded through the participating jurisdictions and interest earnings. The
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between NVTA and the member cities/counties permits the
appropriate jurisdictional share of NVTA operational costs to be deducted directly from the 30%
distribution or to be billed to jurisdictions.
3. Comments: As of this report, the rate of NVTA expenditure is below projections. Current expenses
of approximately $422,000 include approximately $151,000 in bond preparation expenses. This
results in actual cost of operations being approximately $271,000 or 30% of the budget through over
half of the fiscal year. Specific considerations include:
a. Pending the approval and execution of the MOAs, NVTA’s operating resources are constrained
to the cash on hand at the beginning of this fiscal year. Recognition of interest earnings on the
70% funding is also awaiting the MOA execution and disbursement of the 30% revenues to
member jurisdictions.
b. Interest income is tied to the projected rate of regional (70%) project funding utilized by
member jurisdiction as well as market rates. Interest earned on the 30% funding will be
remitted to the member jurisdictions.
c. A significant amount ($151,193) of NVTA expenses to date are related to preparation for the
first bond issuance (bond validation suit and development of debt policy). These expenses are
recognized as committed but are unpaid, pending receipt of cash related to the execution of the
MOAs. Many of these expenses are eligible for reimbursement when the bonds are sold.
d. The rate of budgeted expenditures will increase as NVTA staff is hired, employee benefits are
established and additional startup costs such as an accounting system are acquired.
e. Evaluation of prospective accounting systems is ongoing. Initial cost proposals for the system
are in the $30,000 range with web based or cloud hosting at approximately $10,000/yr.
f. No changes to the operating budget are recommended at this time.

Attachment: NVTA Operating Budget for FY 2014 through January 31, 2014
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
MEMORANDUM
FOR:

Chairman Martin E. Nohe and Members
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority

FROM:

John Mason, Interim Executive Director

DATE:

February 14, 2014

SUBJECT:
Executive Director’s Report
______________________________________________________________________________
1. Purpose. To inform Authority of items of interest not addressed in other agenda items.
2. Recruitment of Executive Director. As of February 14 we had received 17 applications for
position. Closing date is February 17. Search Committee met prior to Authority meeting.
3. Recruitment of Program Coordinators. As of February 14 have received 6 applications.
Hope to have sufficient by February 21 that review can begin following week.
4. NVTA Organization. I had planned to present recommendations on NVTA organization at
February meeting, however not ready. Phasing from working group concept to NVTA staff
and committees is complicated, especially in the area of JACC and whatever follows PIWG
and the inter-relationships between those committees and NVTA staff. Role of NVTA not
yet clearly defined. Will have recommendations for March meeting. Aim is to have solid
agreement on organizational roles before permanent executive director comes on board.
5. Operational Readiness. In addition to preparations for the disbursement of the 30% local
funds and 70% regional funds, we have been working on the selection of an accounting
system, audit services, email, cell phone, and computer networking as well as the sublease
agreement and office move preparations with NVRC.

XIV
Financial Working Group
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Martin E. Nohe, Chairman
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
Members
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority

FROM:

William Euille, Chairman
Financial Working Group
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority

SUBJECT:

Report of the Financial Working Group (Agenda Item XIV.)

DATE:

February 14, 2014

Since the January 23, 2014, Authority meeting, the Financial Working Group has continued its
efforts to implement the financial aspects of HB 2313. Several subcommittee meetings were
also held. Progress on each of the working group’s activities is discussed below.
Agreements
The Financial Working Group and the Legal Working Group (now being handled by the Council
of Counsels) established a joint subcommittee to prepare four agreements for the Authority’s
consideration. Two agreements remain. The status of these agreements is summarized below.
These agreements will be submitted for the Authority’s consideration in the future. These
agreements are:
a)

An agreement between the Authority and agencies implementing projects and services
funded by the 70 percent funding that the Authority will be retaining for regional
projects. Since the Authority will have limited capabilities to implement projects and
services on its own, particularly in the short term, it will need to coordinate with local
jurisdictions, regional transportation agencies, state transportation agencies, and
potentially others to implement projects and services using the 70 percent funding that
the Authority will retain. To accomplish this, the Authority will need to develop a
standard project agreement with these implementing agencies establishing appropriate
policies and procedures to protect the Authority, outline reimbursement practices and
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Martin E. Nohe, Chairman
Members, Northern Virginia Transportation Authority
February 14, 2014
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specify documentation and records keeping requirements. STATUS: A draft of the
project agreement has been developed and is being reviewed. Several practical issues
have been discussed and resolved. It is anticipated that the standard agreement will be
ready for the Authority’s consideration at the March 2014 meeting. Assuming the
Authority approves the standard project agreement, individual project agreements will be
brought to the Authority for consideration beginning at the April 10, 2014, meeting.
b)

An agreement between the Authority and the Commonwealth (Virginia Department of
Transportation and the Department of Rail and Public Transportation) related to the roles
and responsibilities of each agency associated with the collection and distribution of the
regional transportation revenues, the implementation of projects and the applicability of
the Authority’s regional funding for local matches to state transportation funding.
STATUS: VDOT and DRPT have prepared a draft agreement for the Authority’s
consideration. The Financial and Legal Working Groups have reviewed the draft and met
with VDOT and DRPT staff on January 21, 2014, to discuss various aspects of the
agreement. At the meeting several critical issues were resolved in concept. The Council
of Counsels is revising the agreement to reflect the consensus. It is anticipated that an
agreement may be ready for the Authority’s consideration at the March 2014, meeting.

Line of Credit and Initial Bond Issuance
A subcommittee of the Financial Working Group has been working with the Authority’s staff,
financial advisor, bond counsel and members of the Council of Counsels to support efforts for a
line of credit and an initial bond sale in Spring 2014. The subcommittee reviewed a schedule for
debt related activities and offered comments. The subcommittee is also reviewing revisions to
the financial advisor’s scope of work and a draft request for proposals for a line of credit. In
addition, the subcommittee is assisting NVTA staff with the development of requests for
proposals for other services needs to facilitate the line of credit and the initial bond issue.
Revenue Collections
Through February 11, 2014, the Commonwealth has transferred $146 million in transportation
revenues to the Authority. The revenues collected and transferred are reported in Agenda Item
XI.
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FY 2015 and FY 2016 Revenue Projections
The Financial Working Group has established a subcommittee to prepare revenue estimates for
FY 2015 and FY 2016. The subcommittee will use the expertise of local government financial
staffs and the Authority’s actual FY 2014 collections to date to develop estimates for the next
two years. These estimates will be used by the Project Implementation Working Group in
preparing project funding recommendations for the Authority’s consideration later this year.
On-Going Activities
The Financial Working Group is still working on several additional tasks with the Executive
Director and the Chief Financial Officer. These include:




developing review and verification procedures;
discussing aspects of funding Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority projects;
preparing a recommendation for the Authority related to the calculation of the long-term
benefit that jurisdictions will receive from the implementation of the projects and services
supported by the 70 percent of funding that the Authority will retain for regional projects.

Member of the Financial Working Group, the Council of Counsels and I will be available at the
NVTA meeting on February 20, 2014, to answer questions.
Cc: Members, NVTA Jurisdiction and Agency Coordinating Committee
Members, NVTA Financial Working Group
Members, NVTA Council of Counsels
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